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Reference Code: USGZE UHC329

Accession Number: 09-027

Collection Number: UHC329

Creators: Werner, Alma

Title: Alma Werner Teacher Training Notes

Dates: 1915

Quantity: 0.1 linear feet (1 folder)

Location of Collection: A9/1d

Languages: Collection materials are in English

Summary: Alma Werner trained at the Taylor County Training School for Teachers soon after it opened in 1915. The Taylor County Training School for Teachers was founded in 1912 and closed in the 1960s. It trained teachers for elementary education. Alma Werner’s notebook contains material pertaining to different classes, including Civil War history, arithmetic, language, and economics.

Biographical / Historical Note

Alma Werner trained at the Taylor County Training School for Teachers soon after it opened in 1915. The Taylor County Training School for Teachers was founded in 1912 and closed in the 1960s. It trained teachers for elementary education.

Content Description
Alma Werner’s notebook contains material pertaining to different classes, including Civil War history, arithmetic, language, and economics. Most of the class notes are in numbered outline form. For each subject, there are assignments that Alma Werner completed. Some of the assignments contain instructor comments.

Administrative Information

Acquisition Information:

Donated to the University Archives by Roger Tlusty in November 1994.

Access Restrictions:

Collection is open to the public.

Use Restrictions:

Researchers are responsible for using in accordance with 17 U.S.C. Copyright owned by the University of Wisconsin--Eau Claire.
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